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TAGLINE
If the Moon could speak, what would it say?

LOGLINE
An experimental film that explores our ancient and complex relationship with the Moon, 
inviting us to reconsider the ways in which we engage with Earth’s only natural satellite.

SYNOPSIS
A commercially-driven, international Space Race has propelled us to this moment in the 21st century: within a few years, the 
Moon’s surface may be subject to permanent human occupation, its resources aggressively mined for profit, and its ancient 
nature-spaces polluted by private industry. Do we want to stand by silently as such irreparable damage is caused to our sister 
satellite? What if we actually listened to what the Moon had to say? Based on an original poem by award-winning Australian 
author Ceridwen Dovey, Moonrise is a striking, surreal montage of historical, artistic and scientific lunar imagery that invites us 
to consider the Moon’s point of view in the face of increasingly exploitative human activity in space.

The Moon as represented by a grapefruit. 
Still from Sky: A Film Lesson in Nature Studies, 1928. 
Courtesy of Prelinger Archives.



“For millennia, humans have gazed at the Moon in wonder. In different places and times in
history, we have understood it to be a person; a god or goddess; the place where the souls of

ancestors live; a marker of seasons, cycles, and cosmic calendars; a metaphor, mystery, or
myth; a scientific puzzle to solve. But have we ever thought of it as nature?

I am interested in what might happen if we define the Moon as part of nature, rather than as
part of “unnatural” space, thus more powerfully acknowledging its relationship to Earth.

Prospective commercial Moon miners are already trying to do this, for different purposes, by
calling the Moon our “eighth continent” in their venture-capital bids, so that the idea of mining

it becomes less shocking. 

Yet I suggest that this kinship extension from Earth to our sister
satellite can instead be used to frame the Moon as the ultimate place of resistance—as the
wildest spaces on Earth always have been—to encroachment and destruction by humans.”

- Ceridwen Dovey, Writer & Space Environmentalist



Key Creatives

Director, Editor and Archive Producer | Rowena Potts
Rowena is a filmmaker and visual anthropologist with a doctorate in Cultural Anthropology from New York University. Her short films have 
explored a range of topics, from the relationship between people and animals in urban settings, to the legacy of an infamous literary hoax 
in Australian cultural history. Her observational portrait of two pigeon breeders (They Come Home, 2017), won the Grand Jury prize for 
documentary short at the Independent Film Festival in Boston. She holds a graduate diploma in documentary from the Australian Film 
Television and Radio School (AFTRS) and a bachelor’s degree in Comparative Religion from Harvard University.

Writer and Producer | Ceridwen Dovey
Ceridwen is a fiction writer and essayist based in Sydney. She’s the author of several works of fiction (Blood Kin, Only the Animals, In the 
Garden of the Fugitives, and Life After Truth), and non-fiction (On J.M. Coetzee: Writers on Writers and Inner Worlds Outer Spaces: The Work-
ing Lives of Others). Her essays have been published by newyorker.com, the Smithsonian Magazine, WIRED, the Monthly, and Alexander. 
She won a prestigious 2020 Australian Museum Eureka Award for her long-form essay critiquing the commercial push to mine the Moon, 
and she won the 2020 UNSW Press Bragg Prize for Science Writing for her essay on Moon dust.

Sound Designer | Annie Breslin
Annie is an award-winning film, theatre and interactive sound designer with credits 
spanning Mad Max 2, Evil Angels and Baz Luhrmann’s Australia as well as sound design 
installations for the Australian War Memorial and the Melbourne Aquarium. She was 
Head of Sound at the Australian Film Television and Radio School (AFTRS) from 1996 
to 2001 where she co-wrote and introduced Australia’s first full time, tertiary Screen 
Composition course. Annie is currently the moving image specialist on a mass film and 
video digitisation project at the State Library of NSW. 

Composer  | Bronwyn Cumbo
Bronwyn is a composer, musician and design researcher. Some of her notable compositions include Tall Stories (Melbourne Festival), Dawn 
(Silent Spring) and the scores to the documentary Umoja: No Men Allowed (2010) and the short film Happy Ending (2002). She has arranged 
and designed a number of contemporary works for a variety of ensembles and music for theatre, including Bienvenue á Breville (Adelaide 
Fringe Festival). She is a a violinist and pianist in the experimental duo Silent Spring, which has performed both nationally and internationally. 
More recently Bronwyn has explored how sound and interaction design can be combined to create immersive audio experiences that con-
nect people in cities to the natural world. Bronwyn is currently a postdoctoral research fellow at Monash University.



Director’s Statement

I have always taken for granted that the Moon would remain a pristine and beautiful body in the 
sky that we on Earth could gaze at without fear that its landscape might be altered or exploited 
by human activity. Ceridwen’s recent essays about environmental ethics in space have alerted me 
to the fact that not only was my assumption wrong, but that the Moon as a precious off-Earth 
environment is currently under grave threat. 

We are at a critical turning point in terms of the legal and environmental protections we might 
extend to the Moon, and we have a chance to radically rethink the ways in which we engage with 
our closest and only natural satellite. As Ceridwen has written, “We must learn to approach the 
Moon as a co-participant in its future, and to see our sister satellite not as a simple repository of 
raw materials or cosmically irradiated rocks with which we can do what we like, as possessions 
and property—but as our kin.” 

With this film, based on a moving original poem, combined with a surrealistic montage of striking 
lunar imagery, we hope to provoke critical reflection for our audiences about our ancient and 
ongoing relationship with the Moon – and to spark their imaginations about the potential for 
this relationship to be otherwise.

Profile View of a Woman Strolling in the Moonlight, 
ca 1908. Unidentified Artist. 
Courtesy of the Metropolitan Museum of Art.



The lunar surface, as imagined in the short educational 
film A Trip to the Moon, Service Film Company, 1920s.
Courtesy of Prelinger Archives.

Technical Specifications

Running time | 11 minutes 11 seconds
Type | Experimental, archival
Language | English
Country of origin | Australia
Colour | Colour and Black & White
Screening format | DCP/High Res Quicktime
Aspect Ratio | 16:9
Sound | Stereo 2.0 & Surround 5.1
Copyright | © 2021

Creative Team

Director/Editor/Archive Producer | Rowena Potts
Writer/Producer | Ceridwen Dovey
Original Music | Bronwyn Cumbo
Sound Design | Annie Breslin
Sound Mix | Peter Johnson
Voice Artists | Sepehr Jamshidi Fard & Rowena Potts
Sound Recording | Sound Studio
Mix Studio | Sydney Sound Brewery
Copyright Consultant | Laura Thomas
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